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The objective of this research was to develop an innovative in situ bioremediation technology using vault nanoparticles that will facilitate the degradation of poly- and perfluoroalkyl compounds (PFCs), and potentially other water contaminants, without the need for repeated bioaugmentation with active cultures or stimulation with nutrients. We designed a single-step method for encapsulating lignin peroxidases (LIP), manganese peroxidases (MnP), and laccases into vaults. Vault-packaged enzymes were stable across a broader range of temperatures and pH, and in PFC-contaminated groundwater. Since vaults occur in nature, their application is unlikely to cause any risk for public health as well as the environment.
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Abstract

Objectives and Rationale

The overall goal of this research was to develop an innovative in situ bioremediation technology using vault nanoparticles packaged with biodegradative enzymes that will facilitate the degradation of poly- and perfluoroalkyl compounds (PFCs), and potentially other water contaminants.

The use of molecular-engineered enzyme catalysts for removing compounds of emerging concern is an innovative and sustainable approach for environmental restoration. Photochemical and electrochemical oxidation processes tend to be energy- and cost-intensive, whereas biological treatment using microbial whole cells is constrained by geochemical characteristics and by the concerns of biofouling, potentially releasing pathogens, and affecting microbial ecology of the natural and engineered systems.

This research was proposed to develop a single-step method for encapsulating active enzymes in recombinant vaults, which are naturally synthesized, hollow ribonucleoprotein particles. Lignin peroxidase (LiP), manganese peroxidase (MnP), and laccase enzymes are produced by wood-rotting fungi to digest lignin, which is a complex plant polymer. Several studies have demonstrated that wood-rotting fungi and their extracellular enzymes can degrade certain PFCs. Biodegradation using fungal whole cells relies on the culture growth, which is highly dependent on the biogeochemical conditions such as pH, temperature, nutrient status, and oxygen levels at contaminated sites. Using their extracellular enzymes directly is a promising alternative approach, because in vitro enzymes tend to be more efficient, and less constrained by the requirements for microbial growth. The limited stability of free enzymes in natural environments, however, restricts their implementation. We hypothesized that packaging ligninolytic enzymes, such as peroxidases and laccases, into vault nanoparticles for remediation of PFCs will eliminate the reliance on fungal growth and repeated injections of purified enzymes by enhancing in situ stability of multiple enzymes simultaneously.

Technical Approach

Prior to packaging fungal peroxidases and laccase into vault particles, the enzymes were modified with an INT targeting domain, which has strong affinity to the vault interior. Recombinant LiP-INT and MnP-INT were produced in insect Sf9 cell lines using a Bac-to-Bac expression system; and INT-attached laccase was produced in yeast Pichia pastoris under a methanol-inducing promoter. Prior to encapsulation, the activities of recombinant enzymes were tested to screen the active enzymes for subsequent tests. Next, we evaluated if active INT-modified enzymes could be packaged and retain their enzyme activities inside vault nanoparticles. Upon confirmation of enzymatic activity of INT-attached enzymes and vault-packed enzymes, their capacity to transform perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) was determined. Reactions were conducted in 1 mL vials containing 1-10 mg/L PFOA, reaction
buffer, different types of enzymes and hydrogen peroxide, if necessary. Transformation of PFOA using whole cells of two wood-degrading fungi, *Phanerochaete chrysosporium*, which produces LiP and MnP, and *Trametes versicolor*, which produces laccase, was also performed. All samples were monitored for PFOA concentrations and the potential metabolite concentrations. Finally, the stability of fungal enzymes, INT-modified enzymes, and vault-packaged enzymes were compared by measuring enzymatic activities over extended periods of time at different temperatures and in PFC-contaminated groundwater samples.

**Results**

INT-modified LiP and MnP were heterologously expressed in Sf9 insect cell lines intracellularly as nsLiP-INT and nsMnP-INT through Bac-to-Bac expression systems. Both expressions were confirmed by Western blots using anti-INT antibodies. Cell lysates containing nsLiP-INT or nsMnP-INT did not show significant peroxidase activities, suggesting that signal peptide processing contributes to correct folding of peroxidases and is likely required to activate these enzymes.

INT-fused MnP was also expressed extracellularly in Sf9 cell lines as sMnP-INT using its natural signal sequence. Vault-packaged sMnP-INT enzymes were isolated *via* ultracentrifuging mixtures of empty vault nanoparticles and culture supernatants containing sMnP-INT molecules. The integrity of vaults packaged with sMnP-INT was confirmed with negative stain transmission electron microscopy. Both free sMnP-INT and vault-packaged sMnP-INT showed manganese(II) ion dependent activity identical to that of MnP produced by *P. chrysosporium*, revealing that sMnP-INT maintained its activity when packaged inside vaults. Thermal stability of packaged sMnP-INT was compared with that of free sMnP-INT and MnP from *P. chrysosporium*, and it was found that vaults packaged sMnP-INT underwent slower deactivation at 20°C, 30°C and 40°C. Further deactivation kinetics study showed the enhanced thermal stability was due to the constraint from the vault shell, which prevents the enzymes from conformational changes. Empty vault nanoparticles showed excellent structural stability in the presence of PFCs in a phosphate buffer. Intact vault structure was maintained for at least 32 days. Additionally, to understand the performance of vault-packaged sMnP-INT under more realistic conditions, we examined the activity of sMnP-INT-vault and sMnP-INT under pH values ranging from 2.5 to 6.0 because MnP exhibits optimum activity at pH 4.0. The data showed sMnP-INT packaged in vaults had better activity at weakly acidic pH (5.0-6.0), indicating that vault nanoparticles were able to maintain the activity of packaged sMnP-INT against large pH changes.

INT-fused laccase was expressed as a secreted enzyme in *Pichia pastoris* under methanol inducing conditions, and was demonstrated to be active on methanol containing agar. However, the activity of recombinant laccase was below the detection limit when grown in liquid medium. Thus, it was not packaged into vaults in the duration of the 1-year project.
Neither fungal whole cells of \textit{P. chrysosporium} and \textit{T. versicolor}, nor free enzymes including LiP, MnP, and laccase could transform PFOA under the limited experimental conditions used in this study. Free and vault packaged sMnP-INT enzymes were also tested, but no statistically significant transformation was observed. Possible reasons for little to no PFOA transformation include short incubation times, low enzyme concentrations, lack of mediators, and analytical limitations.

\textit{Benefits and SERDP Relevance}

Groundwater at many DoD sites has been contaminated with not only perfluorooalkyl compounds but also many other chemicals of ecological and public health concerns, such as estrogenic compounds, energetic compounds like RDX, and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). This limited scope did not yet confirm biodegradation of perfluorooalkyl compounds in contaminated groundwater, but produced extremely promising results using a novel nano-biotechnology. Thus, it will support SERDP’s mission to reduce the DoD’s liabilities by developing innovative and sustainable vault-based technologies for expedited site cleanup and closure by \textit{in situ} remediation of RDX and PBDEs and other contaminant mixtures in groundwater.

Vault packaged enzymes are more stable under diverse biogeochemical conditions and long-lived than free enzymes, and eliminate the need for repeated bioaugmentation with active cultures or stimulation with nutrients. The integration of vault particles with MnP serves as the foundation for implementing vault-based in situ bioremediation with the potential to lead to more customized enzyme catalyzed solutions for waste treatment and contaminated sites. The vaults can be custom-produced on a large scale, and applied in various in situ bioaugmentation approaches to concurrently remove multiple contaminants. Since vaults occur in nature, and have been isolated from many eukaryotes including humans, their application is unlikely to cause any risk for human health as well as the environment. Thus, the design of stable vehicles for safely packaging enzymes that can be integrated with current groundwater treatment technologies would result in a fundamentally transformative approach for the degradation of emerging water contaminants.

\textit{Background}

\textit{Poly- and perfluorooalkyl compounds (PFCs)}

Poly- and perfluorooalkyl compounds (PFCs) are extremely stable chemicals that contain a 4-8 carbon chain bonded to fluorine.\cite{1} Because of fluorine’s high electron affinity and high electronegativity, carbon-fluorine bonds are strong covalent bonds and have high bond energy, which result in the excessive stability of PFCs. Due to their unique properties, PFCs have been widely used in industrial, commercial, and military products, including surfactant, non-stick coating, sealants, insulation, and aqueous fire-fighting foams (AFFFs).\cite{2-5} Since AFFFs are highly stable and resistant to most biodegradation, and have
been extensively used to extinguish hydrocarbon fires at DoD sites and other industrial facilities for decades, these sites are likely to be contaminated by high concentrations of PFCs in soil and groundwater.[6, 7] Particularly, perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), in which all carbon-hydrogen bonds are substituted by carbon-fluorine bonds, is one of the most persistent PFCs in the environment.[8-10] Several research indicates that PFCs, especially PFOA, are development toxicants,[11] probable carcinogens, immune system toxicants, and bioaccumulative in human and wildlife.[8, 12-15] PFOA may be directly released from commercial products, such as AFFFs or result from transformation of polyfluoroalkyl compounds in the environment, such as 8:2 fluorotelomer alcohol (FTOH).

While many physico-chemical approaches are available for degradation of PFOA, such as adsorption, photooxidation, and sonochemical pyrolysis, these options tend to be energy- and cost-intensive, which are impractical and expensive to be implemented in situ for the remediation of PFOA contamination.[16-18] Bioremediation provides a cost-effective treatment alternative, and has been successfully employed in remediation of diverse contaminants, such as fluorotelomer alcohol,[19] halogenated phenols[20-22], pesticides,[23] and organic dyes.[24] Current research and practice, however, mostly focuses on treatment using microbial whole cells, which relies on microbial growth and strongly depends on water chemistries such as oxygen level, nutrient condition, co-contaminants, temperature, and pH. In addition, application of live microbial cells will also cause the concerns of potentially releasing pathogens, which pose health risk for public. The use of in vitro enzymes, which will eliminate the reliance of enzyme production on microbial metabolism, is a promising substitute approach, as free enzymes are more efficient, and less sensitive to the requirements for microbial growth. Recent research has shown that two enzymes including horseradish peroxidase and laccase play roles in the biodegradation of PFOA.[25, 26]

Although enzymatic bioremediation has many advantages over microbial treatment, the implementation of free enzymes for practical treatment is restricted by their stability in natural environment. In vitro enzymes are easily deactivated by various water chemistries, such as extreme pH, temperature, and heavy metals.[27-30] Conventional macro-sized enzyme immobilization, including surface binding and encapsulation, has been proven to be efficient for enhancing enzymatic stability.[31, 32] Through covalently binding to solid surfaces or physically entrapping in solid matrix, immobilized enzymes exhibit higher stability against various inhibitors, such as organic solvent and thermal inactivation. However, because of the strong covalent binding and extra mass transfer resistance from solid matrices, immobilized enzymes generally show lower specific activity, lower substrate affinity, and decreased turnover rates, which lead to longer remediation times.[33, 34] Recent advances in nanotechnology have provided a wide variety of nanomaterials that have the potential to promote conventional enzyme immobilization. Due to their extremely small size, the substrate diffusion resistance is minimized, which results in higher catalytic efficiency and shorter degradation times. Several types of nanoparticles have been successfully developed and employed to enhance enzymatic stability, such as nanogels,[33,
mesoporous silicas,[35, 36] and carbon nanotubes,[37, 38] in the past few years. Nevertheless, most of these techniques require multiple well-controlled reaction steps, which results in high cost. Additionally, these engineered nanomaterials might pose new health risk for human and wildlife.

Vault Nanoparticles

Vault nanoparticles are promising candidates to immobilize enzymes in benign vehicles and can provide a cost-effective and safe approach for in situ enzymatic bioremediation. Natural vaults are about 13 MDa mass, with dimensions of 41 x 41 x 72.5 nm (Figure 1A).[39-41] Since their discovery by the co-PI in 1986, vault nanoparticles have been isolated from a wide variety of eukaryotic organisms, including mice, slime molds, rabbits, cows, sea urchins, and humans, with a highly conserved morphology.[42-51] Natural vaults compromise 3 different proteins and 1 or more copies of untranslated RNAs. Inside of vault particles are multiple copies of vault poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (VPARP also called PARP4), which contains a poly-(ADP-ribosylation) catalytic domain and a domain responsible for tightly binding to the interior of the vault shell, and several copies of telomerase-associated protein-1 (TEP1), bound to multiple copies of an untranslated vault RNA.[52-57] The Major Vault Protein (MVP), which makes up over 70% of the total vault mass, forms the outer vault shell, and is the only component needed to assemble the outer capsule of the particle. Recombinant vaults, assembled from 78 copies of heterologously expressed MVP in insect cells, have the identical morphology to natural vaults (Figure 1B).[58] Each recombinant vault particle consists of a cavity, which is large enough to hold multiple copies of macromolecules, such as protein and lipids. The INT domain, which is located at the C-terminus of VPARP, has been identified as responsible for binding to MVP. INT can be attached to heterologous proteins, and will serve as a packaging signal and subsequently direct them to the inside of the vault particle as shown in Figure 1C.[59] Moreover, MVP shell of recombinant vaults was found to be dynamic unconstrained.[60, 61] It could open partially and reversibly at the waist, or separate into two half-vaults and reassemble back rapidly, which allows the packaging of exogenous components into vaults interior via mixing recombinant vaults and INT fused complexes. Various components, including luciferase,[62] green fluorescent protein,[62] lipid bilayer nanodisk,[63] chemokine,[64] manganese peroxidase,[65] and membrane protein antigens[51] have been bound to the interior sites of vaults using this strategy.
Ligninolytic Enzymes

Ligninolytic enzymes are naturally produced by wood-rotting fungi, during their secondary metabolic phase of growth, as extracellular enzymes. These enzymes include, but are not limited to lignin peroxidase (LiP), manganese peroxidase (MnP), and laccase. Typically, these non-specific enzymes are secreted to break down lignin, a complex plant polymer, which is resistant to microbial degradation. Lignin is oxidized to carbon dioxide and small organic acids that can subsequently be used as carbon source for the fungi.

LiP and MnP are heme-based enzymes, while laccase is a copper-containing oxidase. Oxidation via LiP and MnP is initiated by the activation of peroxidase by hydrogen peroxide, resulting peroxidases to Compound I, which is a cation radical. Subsequently, compound I returns to the ground state via two one-electron transfer steps. H₂O is generated during the activation step and the last one-electron transfer step. For LiP, substrate could be directly oxidized by compound I and compound II, the latter of which is the reductive product of compound I after one one-electron transfer step.[66] In contrast to LiP, manganese ion (Mn²⁺) is involved to reduce MnP compound I to ground state.[67] Oxidation via laccase occurs at its four copper catalytic sites and is initiated by molecular oxygen oxidizing Cu(I) to Cu(II).[68] Laccase catalysis can be enhanced by adding a mediator, which donates electrons to oxidized laccase and subsequently gains electrons from the substrate.[69]

The application of peroxidases and laccase for in situ bioremediation is a promising technology. All three ligninolytic enzymes are non-specific enzymes and have been reported to biodegrade a wide variety of environmental contaminants, such as munitions waste,[70] chlorinated compounds,[71] polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,[72, 73] phenolic
compounds[74, 75] and organic dyes.[76] Recent research also found horseradish peroxidase and laccase could slowly catalyze the oxidation of PFOA.[25, 26] These degradation reactions, however, are mostly characterized in laboratory buffers rather than in real contaminated sites, because enzymes are easily affected by various field factors, such as protease, pH, temperature, and heavy metal.

Vault nanoparticles can be customized to package multiple ligninolytic enzyme proteins inside them. The vaults shell already provides a stable protective environment that may increase the stability and longevity of enzymes, without significantly limiting the diffusion of the substrates. Additionally, the compact MVP shell can prevent packaged enzymes from conformational change, and protect them from external protease digestion, and possibly enhance enzymatic stability against thermal inactivation. As compared to other nanostructure-based immobilizations requiring well-controlled conditions and serial chemical reactions steps, vault packaging can be achieved in a single step via mixing self-assembled empty vaults with INT fused enzymes, which makes it attractive as a green, cost-effective technology with potential for practical in situ bioremediation.

**Materials and Methods**

*Enzyme Activity Assay*

Enzyme activity is generally quantified in unites, and 1 unit of enzyme activity is defined as the amount of enzyme needed to react/produce 1 µmol/min of substrate/product. Activities of fungi-produced LiP, MnP and laccase were quantified by colorimetric methods using veratryl alcohol (VA), Mn^{2+} and 2,2′-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (also called ABTS) as substrates, respectively. Hydrogen peroxide was used as the oxidant for LiP and MnP, while molecular oxygen was used in laccase catalysis. LiP catalyzes the oxidation of veratryl alcohol to veratraaldehyde, which has a strong absorbance at 308 nm (molar extinction coefficient $\varepsilon = 9300 \text{ L} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \cdot \text{cm}^{-1}$).[77] Under the catalysis of MnP, Mn^{2+} is oxidized to Mn^{3+}, which binds with malonate ligand and generates strong absorbance peak at 270nm ($\varepsilon_{270\text{ nm}} = 11590 \text{ L} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \cdot \text{cm}^{-1}$).[78] ABTS, which generates green color and has strong absorbance at 420nm ($\varepsilon_{420\text{ nm}} = 36000 \text{ L} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \cdot \text{cm}^{-1}$)[79] when being oxidized, was used as the substrate for laccase activity measurement. For measuring activity of INT fused enzymes, ABTS was used as the sole substrate. Mn^{2+} was added as the mediator for testing the activity for recombinant MnP.

**Heterologous Expression of INT Fused Ligninolytic Enzymes, and Packaging of Recombinant Enzymes into Recombinant Vaults**

*Phanerochaete chrysosporium* (ATCC: 24725) was selected as the source of LiP and MnP enzymes, and laccase sequence was isolated from *Trametes versicolor* MAD697-R. Prior to vault encapsulation, the enzymes must undergo several molecular modifications, including addition of the INT targeting domain and removal of signal peptides as needed.
Figure 2 illustrates the scheme of vault-packaging starting from natural enzymes to vaults packaged enzymes. In brief, the coding sequences of enzymes were isolated from their source organisms, and inserted upstream of INT domain coding sequence in expression vectors. Insect Sf9 cell was selected for expression of LiP-INT and MnP-INT, while laccase-INT was expressed in *Pichia pastoris* yeast. Afterwards, the crude extract of INT-fused enzymes will be mixed with partially purified empty vaults produced in Sf9 insect cells. Due to the high affinity of INT domain to vault interior, recombinant enzymes are easily packaged into vault nanoparticles through simply mixing. Finally, ultracentrifuge was performed to separate vaults packaged with INT-fused enzymes from bulk mixture.

**Cloning of Ligninolytic Enzymes Coding Sequences**

*P. chrysosporium* is a well-known LiP and MnP producer. The fungus was cultured in nitrogen-limiting Kirk medium as previously described,[80] and collected 1 day before peroxidase activity reached its maximum observed value. *T. versicolor*, which produces laccase, was cultured in Tisma media with guaiacol as the enzyme inducer.[81] Total RNA was extracted and purified using phenol-chloroform method.[82] Subsequently, cDNA was synthesized using Thermo Scientific Maxima First Strand cDNA synthesis Kit for RT-qPCR, followed by PCR amplification using the following three sets of primers: 5’-ATGGCCTTCAAGCAGCTCT-3’ and 5’-TTAAGCACCCGGAGGCG-3’ for LiP, 5’-ATGGCCTTCGGTTCTCTCCTC-3’ and 5’-TTAGGCAGGGCCATCGAACT-3’ for MnP, and 5’-ATGTCGAGGGTTTCACTCTTCTTTCTGCTTT-3’ and 5’-TTACTGGTCGCTCGGGGTGC-3’ for laccase. PCR products were separated on agarose gel, purified and inserted into pCR4-TOPO vector (Invitrogen). Afterwards, recombinant plasmids were transferred into Mach1-T1 competent *E. coli* (Invitrogen) via heat shock, followed by ampicillin selection on LB agar. Five to ten ampicillin resistant colonies were selected, re-plated and re-grown in ampicillin containing agar or medium for each enzyme plasmid. Purified plasmids from recombinant *E. coli* culture were sequenced to confirm sequences for three ligninolytic enzymes.
Isolated LiP, MnP and laccase coding sequences are 1119 bp, 1149 bp, and 1563 bp long with 84 bp, 72 bp, and 63 bp signal sequences, respectively. INT domain fused LiP and MnP were expressed in Sf9 insect cells using pFastBac vector. For construction of intracellular expressed LiP-INT (nsLiP-INT), *lip* was amplified with a forward primer 5′-CCCCGGATCCATGGCCACCTGTTCCAACGGCAA-3′, containing a BamH1 restriction site, and a reverse primer, 5′-CATGCTAGCACCAGGGTAGCGAGAGGA-3′, containing an Nhe1 restriction site. PCR amplified fragments were double digested with *BamH1*-Nhe1, and inserted upstream of INT-6xHis sequence in INT-6xHis-pFastBac vector treated with the

---

Figure 2. Schematic of Vault Packaging. (A) Expression of INT-fused ligninolytic enzymes in Sf9 cells or *Pichia pastoris* yeast. (B) Packaging of MnP-INT into empty vaults.
same restriction enzymes. For intracellularly expressed MnP-INT (nsMnP-INT) expression cassette, the following primers with used: forward primer with an *BamH*1 restriction site 5′-CCCAGATCTGAGTCGAGGTTCTGACGTT-3′, and reverse primer with an *Nhe*1 restriction site 5′-CATGTCGAGGGCGATCGGAACTGAC-3′. *BamH*1-*Nhe*1 digested PCR fragments were ligated upstream of INT-6xHis sequence in INT-6xHis-pFastbac. Extracellular expression was also performed for MnP using its own signal peptide. For construction of secreted MnP-INT expression cassette (sMnP-INT), forward primer with an *Nco*1 restriction site 5′-CTAGTCCAGGGCTTCTCTCTC-3′, and reverse primer with an *Nhe*1 restriction site 5′-GTGTGCAGCTAGCAGGCATCGAAGACACACCAG-3′ were used. PCR amplified fragments were cleaved with *Nco*1-*Nhe*1, and inserted into INT-pFastBac vector digested with the same endonucleases. Recombinant laccase-INT was expressed as secreted protein in *Pichia pastoris* yeast using pPICZα-A vector. For construction of laccase-INT expression vector, *laccase* was amplified with a forward primer 5′-ATCGGAATTCTGATCGGCCGCTCCGAGGCG-3′, containing an *EcoR*1 restriction site, and a reverse primer, 5′-TATAGCTGACCGCTGTCGAGTCCGAGCG-3′, containing an *Nhe*1 restriction site. The PCR products were digested with *EcoR*1-*Nhe*1, and inserted between alpha secretion signal sequence and INT domain coding sequence in INT-pPICZα-A vector. All constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

**Expression of INT Fused Ligninolytic Enzymes**

Recombinant baculovirus for expressing nsLiP-INT, nsMnP-INT and sMnP-INT were generated as described in Bac-to-Bac protocol (Invitrogen). Fifty milliliters of Sf9 cell culture (2 x 10^6 cells/mL, in Sf-900 II SFM media (Life Technologies)) was infected with 5 μL baculovirus, and incubated at 27° C. Seventy-two hours after infection, the cell pellet was collected for nsLiP-INT and nsMnP-INT analysis and the culture supernatant was collected for analysis of sMnP-INT infections. Culture supernatant containing sMnP-INT was further centrifuged at 100,000 g for 1 hour at 4 °C to remove the baculovirus particles, followed by concentrating 5-fold using an Amicon Ultracel 30KDa centrifugal filter. Subsequently, samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE fractionation followed by both Coomassie staining and Western blot with anti-INT antibody to confirm proper expression of recombinant proteins. ABTS peroxidation assay was also performed to test peroxidase activity of INT fused LiP and MnP.

Laccase-INT was produced in *Pichia pastoris* under highly-inducible P<sub>AOX1</sub> promoter, which is turned on by methanol. The expression vector was transformed into *P. pastoris* GS115 via electroporation, followed by Zeocin antibiotic selection. Afterwards, several colonies were transferred to methanol inducing plates containing ABTS to screen colonies that produced active Laccase-INT recombinant enzyme. Under the catalysis of laccase-INT, ABTS is oxidized, which generates green color and subsequently turned to dark red. Then, selected colonies were grown in glycerol medium overnight, and transferred into methanol
inducing medium for Laccase-INT production. The culture supernatant was collected every 24 hours and concentrated 5-fold using an Amicon Ultracel 30KDa centrifugal filter for testing Laccase-INT activity.

Packaging and Characterization of INT-Fused Enzymes in Vault Nanoparticles

Recombinant INT attached enzymes were packaged into vault particles through one-step mixing. Prior packaging, supernatant containing secreted INT-fused enzymes from Sf9 culture or *P. pastoris* culture were partially purified and concentrated as described above. Afterwards, processed medium containing secreted recombinant enzymes were mixed with empty human MVP vaults, and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. This was followed by centrifuging the mixture at 100,000 g for 1 hour at 4 °C. Recombinant enzymes associated with human vault nanoparticles pellets (P100), while free INT-fused enzymes would stay in the supernatant S100.

To package intracellularly expressed nsLiP-INT and nsMnP-INT into recombinant vaults, the cell lysate was mixed with CP-rMVP vaults, and purified as previously describe.[58] Resuspended pellets were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie staining and Western blot using anti-INT antibodies. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was also performed to confirm the morphology and intactness of vault nanoparticles package with INT-fused ligninolytic enzymes. Finally, enzymatic activity of packaged vaults was assessed using ABTS peroxidation assay.

Evaluation of the Stability and Performance of Vault-Packaged Enzymes

Thermal Stability

Vault-packaged recombinant enzymes, free recombinant enzymes and fungi-produced ligninolytic enzymes were incubated at 20°C for 1 h, and then incubated at 30 °C, followed by another 1 h incubation at 40 °C. Samples were collected at 1, 2, 2.5 and 3 h, and analyzed for ABTS peroxidation activities. Residual activities were normalized to their initial activities. Additionally, to elucidate how vault packaging impacts thermal inactivation, a detailed inactivation study was performed at 25°C for 70 hours, and samples were collected at 1, 2.5, 4, 6, 8, 22, 32.5, 47, and 70.5 h. ATBS peroxidation activities were measured and normalized to their corresponding initial activities. Data obtained were fitted to the Henley inactivation model shown as following:

\[
\frac{E_{\text{obs}}}{E_0} = a \left[ 1 + \frac{\alpha k_1}{k_2 - k_1} \right] e^{-k_1 t} - \frac{\alpha k_1}{k_2 - k_1} e^{-k_2 t}
\]

In brief, enzyme inactivation could be divided into two steps. *E*₀ is the initial active enzyme, and it is deactivated to *E*₁, which is the less active form of the enzyme, in the first inactivation step. Subsequently, *E*₁ is inactivated to *E*₂, which is the non-active enzyme. The rate constants for two inactivation steps are *k*₁ and *k*₂, and the ratio of specific activity of *E*₁ to that of *E*₀ is *α*, which is less than 1 in most cases. Values of *k*₁, *k*₂ and *α* were calculated by predicting numbers that yielded the minimum sum of squared residuals.
Structural Stability of Empty Vault Nanoparticles

We next examined whether PFCs would affect the structural stability of vault nanoparticles. Empty vaults were incubated with 10 mg/L 6:2 FTUCA or PFOA in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) at room temperature. Samples were collected at Day 0, Day 1 and Day 31, and examined under TEM. Incubation of vaults in PBS buffer without PFCs was included as a control. In addition, vaults stability in PFCs contaminated groundwater that was collected from Air Force Barksdale sites, was also assessed. Table 1 summarized conditions tested for evaluating vaults structural stability.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions for Vaults Structural Stability Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Ethanol</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6:2 FTUCA</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>PBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PFOA</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>PBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Groundwater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance Under Various pH

Water chemistries vary among diver environments. The pH of surface water and groundwater ranges from 4.5 to 10, which affects the in situ enzymatic activities. To understand the performance of vault-packaged enzymes under more realistic conditions, activities of packaged enzymes, free enzymes and fungi-produced enzymes were assessed at pH ranging from 2.5 to 6.0 (0.5 gradient). Results were normalized to corresponding activity at the optimum pH.

Degradation of Perfluorooctanoic Acid

Degradation of Perfluorooctanoic Acid by Fungal Cultures

Both of P. chrysosporium and T. versicolor were exposed to PFOA. P. chrysosporium was pre-grown in Kirk medium[80] to accumulate biomass, and blended and resuspended in either nutrient-rich Kirk medium containing 50 g/L glucose and 5.12 g/L ammonium tartrate or nutrient-poor Kirk medium containing 20 g/L glucose and 0.2 g/L ammonium tartrate, subsequently. For T. versicolor, Tisma medium was used to accumulate biomass.[81] After
blending, fungal culture was resuspended in either Berg rich medium containing 8 g/L glucose and 1.584 g/L ammonium sulfate, or Hein poor medium containing 1 g/L glucose and 0.396 g/L ammonium sulfate. Ten milliliters of fungal culture were aliquoted to 125 mL serum bottles crimped with butyl stoppers. For all exposed conditions, 1 mg/L PFOA was added to each bottle. Bottles were aerated for 10 minutes when oxygen level fell below 18%. On day 0, 30, and 180, bottles were sacrificed for measuring PFOA and potential metabolites as described previously.[19] See Table 2 for a list of experimental conditions tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fungi</th>
<th>PFOA (mg/L)</th>
<th>Time Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. chrysosporium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoclaved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoclaved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. versicolor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoclaved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoclaved</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day 0, 30, 180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degradation of Perfluorooctanoic Acid by In vitro Enzymes

LiP and MnP that were purified from fungus, were tested for PFOA and 6:2 FTUCA degradation at 25 °C for 200 days. Each reaction contained 1 mg/L PFOA, 1 mg/L 6:2 FTUCA, and LiP and MnP mixture. The LiP-MnP reaction mixture contained 50 mM malonate buffer (pH 4.0), LiP enzyme, MnP enzyme, 0.04 mM phenol and 1 mM MnCl₂, which were added as mediators, 1 mM veratryl alcohol, which protected LiP from being inactivated, and 0.3 mM H₂O₂. Initial LiP and MnP activities were 109.7 U/L and 414 U/L respectively. Table 3 summarized the experimental conditions tested. Samples were collected at day 0 and day 200. Prior to collection of samples, one equal volume of acetonitrile were added to terminate the reaction, and concentrations of PFOA, 6:2 FTUCA and potential metabolites were measured as previously described.[19]
Free and vault-packaged recombinant enzymes were also evaluated for PFOA transformation by exposing them to 10 mg/L PFOA. MnP produced by *P. chrysosporium* (nMnP) was included as a control. Reactions were performed in 50 mM malonate buffer (pH 4.5), containing MnP enzymes, PFOA, 1.5 mM MnCl$_2$ and 0.3 mM H$_2$O$_2$. See Table 4 a list of conditions tested. Samples were collected at day 0 and day 28 by adding 4 volumes acetonitrile to reactions, and measured for PFOA concentration using HPLC/MS/MS.[19]

### Table 3. Experimental Conditions for PFOA Exposed to Fungi-Produced Enzymes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>LiP (U/L)</th>
<th>MnP (U/L)</th>
<th>VA+MnCl$_2$+H$_2$O$_2$</th>
<th>Phenol</th>
<th>PFOA (mg/L)</th>
<th>6:2 FTUCA (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>109.7</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme Free</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>sMnP-INT (U/L)</th>
<th>sMnP-INT-vault (U/L)</th>
<th>nMnP (U/L)</th>
<th>PFOA (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme Free</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results and Discussion

**Cloning of Ligninolytic Enzymes Coding Genes**

All coding sequences were PCR amplified and inserted into pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen) plasmid, followed by sequencing with M13F and M13R primers. The sequencing results were blasted using the online tool blast of NCBI GeneBank to confirm the accuracy of cloned genes. Isolated LiP coding sequence was 99% identical to the CDS of ligninase
isozyme H8 gene from *P. chrysosporium* (GeneBanK accession number M27401.1), and was 1119 bp long with the first 84 nucleotides belonging to the secretion signal sequence. The isolated MnP coding sequence consisted of 1149 nucleotides, which was 99% identical to the CDS of *P. chrysosporium* Mn-dependent peroxidase precursor (GeneBanK accession number J04980.1). The starting codon was followed by a 72 base-pair-long leader sequence predominantly coding hydrophobic amino acids, which composed the signal peptide of MnP. Laccase coding sequence isolated from *T. versicolor* was 1563 base-pair-long, with first 63 nucleotides coding for signal sequence. GeneBank blast result showed it was 99% identical to the mRNA sequence of *T. versicolor* laccase B precursor (GeneBank accession number: XM_008034423.1). All three sequences are shown in Figure S1-3.

**Heterologous Expression and Activity Test of INT-Fused Ligninolytic Enzymes**

Insect Sf9 cells and *P. pastoris* were selected to produce recombinant ligninolytic enzymes. LiP-INT was expressed intracellularly in Sf9 cells, while MnP-INT was expressed as intracellular protein as well as secreted protein in Sf9 cells. INT-fused laccase was produced extracellularly using alpha signal factor in *P. pastoris*.

**Expression of nsLiP-INT and nsMnP-INT**

Recombinant INT-fused peroxidases were expressed in Sf9 insect cells, which were infected by baculovirus containing nsLiP-INT or nsMnP-INT coding sequences. Lysate of cell pellets, which were collected 72 hours after infection, was analyzed with Western blot using anti-INT antibody. As shown in Figure 3, INT containing proteins at a size about 55 kDa, which is consistent with the predicted sizes of nsLiP-INT and nsMnP-INT, were observed, suggesting successful intracellular expression of soluble INT-fused LiP and MnP in Sf9 cells.

**Expression of sMnP-INT**

Since MnP is produced as a secreted protein in fungi, the extracellular expression of INT-fused MnP was also tested in Sf9 cells. The first 72 nucleotides, coding for secretion signal sequence, were kept during cloning. Cell pellet and culture supernatant were collected from sMnP-INT baculovirus infected culture at 72 hours, and analyzed with Western blot using anti-INT antibody. While little amount of sMnP-INT was detected in cell pellet lysate, major sMnP-INT was observed in cell culture supernatant, suggesting successful expression and secretion of INT fused sMnP in Sf9 cells (Figure 4).
Figure 3. Western Blot Analysis of Lysate of Baculovirus Infected Sf9 Cells. Lane 1 represents nsLiP-INT lysate, and lane 2 is from nsMnP-INT lysate. The 50k bands, which are consistent with the predicted sizes of nsLiP-INT and nsMnP-INT, indicate successful intracellular expression of soluble INT-fused LiP and MnP in Sf9 cells.
Expression of Laccase-INT

Yeast *P. pastoris* was chosen as the host for expressing INT-fused laccase, because expression of active several laccase isoenzymes have been achieved in this culture.[83-86] Laccase-INT expression cassette was inserted into *P. pastoris* genome via single crossover recombination in AOX 1 promoter. In cell, the expression of laccase-INT was regulated by the P\textsubscript{AOX1}, which is turned on by methanol. To confirm the expression of active laccase-INT, a methanol plate test was performed. ABTS, which generates green or dark red color when being oxidized, was added to minimal methanol plate. Afterwards, Zeocin resistant *P. pastoris* colonies, which were transformed with laccase-INT coding sequence, were inoculated onto methanol plates and incubated at 30 °C. Due to the oxidation of ABTS under the catalysis of laccase, the colony would turn to green or dark red if it is secreting active laccase-INT. As shown in Figure 5, four of five colonies exhibited ABTS oxidation activity, while colony 5 did not generate any color change.

*Figure 4. Western Blot Analysis of Cell Lysate and Culture Supernatant of sMnP-INT Baculovirus Infected Sf9 Cells.* Major amount of sMnP-INT was detected in the culture supernatant, suggesting successful expression and secretion of INT-fused sMnP in Sf9 cells.
Activity Test of INT-Fused Ligninolytic Enzymes

Once confirmed the expression of recombinant enzymes, it was important to verify enzymes maintained their activity when fused to the INT domain and expressed heterologously. The activities of recombinant enzymes were analyzed using ABTS peroxidation assay. Under catalysis by peroxidases or laccase, the oxidation product generates a green chromophore that has strong absorbance at 420 nm, which was used for calculating enzymatic activities.

Even though transformed *P. pastoris* colonies showed ABTS oxidation activity on plates, no significant activity was observed when growing in liquid methanol medium. The INT fusion to laccase might decrease its specific activity and stability, which results in quick inactivation when being secreted into medium.

For INT-fused peroxidases expressed in Sf9 cells, oxidation of ABTS was only observed for sMnP-INT (Figure 6A), while neither nsMnP-INT nor nsLiP-INT exhibited any ABTS oxidation. Since natural LiP and MnP are produced as secreted enzymes, we reason that secretion process might contribute to correct folding of LiP and MnP and be required to activate peroxidases. Additionally, INT fused hCCL21 (human secondary lymphoid chemokine), which was secreted from infected Sf9 cells, did not shown any peroxidase activity (Figure 6B), suggesting that extracellularly expressed INT domain did not contribute to ABTS oxidation. To further confirm the ABTS oxidation activity was contributed from sMnP-INT, Mn$^{2+}$ deplete and H$_2$O$_2$ deplete controls were performed. Fungi-produced MnP is strongly Mn$^{2+}$ dependent and totally H$_2$O$_2$ dependent. The divalent manganese ions act as mediator between MnP and substrate, while H$_2$O$_2$ acts as the terminal electron acceptor. Ground state MnP donates two electrons to oxidant H$_2$O$_2$, and return back *via* two steps of
one-electron transfer from Mn$^{2+}$. Subsequently, oxidized manganese gains electrons from substrate and drives the substrate oxidation. In the absence of Mn$^{2+}$, the substrate cannot directly donate electrons to oxidized MnP, resulting in little or no substrate oxidation. As shown in Figure 6A, in the absence of Mn$^{2+}$ or H$_2$O$_2$, no ABTS oxidation was observed for sMnP-INT. These findings indicate that extracellularly expressed sMnP-INT retained its ABTS oxidation ability even after fusion to the INT domain, and maintained its Mn$^{2+}$ dependent property. Since secreted MnP-INT was the only active enzyme form in liquid culture, it was the only enzyme employed for further studies.

Figure 6. Peroxidase Activity Test of sMnP-INT. (A) ABTS oxidation under different conditions. Row 1 represents reactions containing Mn$^{2+}$, H$_2$O$_2$ and recombinant sMnP-INT. The rest are Mn$^{2+}(-)$ control (row 2), H$_2$O$_2(-)$ control (row 3), and enzyme (-) control (row 4). Green color indicates ABTS oxidation mediated by sMnP-INT. (B) Activity tests of sMnP-INT, secreted hCCL21-INT, and empty vaults. Neither hCCL21-INT nor empty vaults showed ABTS oxidation, indicating that INT domain and vaults did not contribute to the peroxidase activity observed in sMnP-INT and sMnP-INT-vault assays.

Packaging of sMnP-INT in Vault Nanoparticles

Vaults packaged with sMnP-INT were isolated using ultracentrifuge and analyzed with Coomassie stain and immunoblot (Figure 7A). The formation of sMnP-INT vault complex indicated that sMnP-INT was successfully incorporated into vault particles. To
further confirm the formation and intactness of vault nanoparticles, purified vaults were examined with negative stain TEM. Intact vault structures, which were identical to the previously observed morphology of vault nanoparticles binding to INT fused proteins, were observed (Figure 7B), indicating that the incorporation of sMnP-INT did not affect the structural stability of vault nanoparticles. We next examined ABTS oxidation activity of vaults packaged with sMnP-INT. A significant ABTS color change was observed for vaults packaged with sMnP-INT (Figure 7C), while empty vault particles did not show any oxidation of ABTS (Figure 6B). Similar as sMnP-INT, Mn$^{2+}$ and H$_2$O$_2$ deplete controls were also performed to further confirm the activity of vault-packaged sMnP-INT. As shown in Figure 7C, much lower oxidation of ABTS was detected for vault-packaged sMnP-INT in the absence of Mn$^{2+}$. Meanwhile, no oxidation was shown in H$_2$O$_2$ deplete control. These results imply that extracellularly expressed sMnP-INT could be packaged inside of vault nanoparticles without affecting the structural intactness, and could maintain its activity when packaged into vaults.

![Figure 7. Packaging of sMnP-INT into Vault Nanoparticles. (A) Coomassie stain of purified sMnP-INT-vault fractionated on a 4-15% SDS-PAGE(left panel). Lane 1, protein molecular weight marker in kDa. Lane 2, sMnP-INT vaults. The MVP and sMnP-INT bands are indicated by arrows. Western blot analysis confirmed the presence of sMnP-INT in the purified vaults (right panel). (B) Negative-stained electron micrographs of purified sMnP-INT vaults. (C) ABTS oxidation under different conditions. Row 1 represents reactions containing Mn$^{2+}$, H$_2$O$_2$ and purified sMnP-INT vaults. The rest are Mn$^{2+}$(-) control (row 2), H$_2$O$_2$(-) control (row 3), and enzyme (-) control (row 4). Green color indicates ABTS oxidation mediated by sMnP-INT-vault.](image)
**Performance of Vaults Packaged with sMnP-INT**

**Kinetics of sMnP-INT and Vault-Packaged sMnP-INT**

The presence of the vault shell might act as a barrier that increase substrates diffusion resistance and hinder packaged enzymes from contacting with substrates, which would result in lower catalytic rate and higher apparent half-saturation constant ($K_m$) values. Due to the thin and dynamic MVP shell and nanoscale size of vault nanoparticles, we hypothesized that vault packaging would not significantly affect enzymatic kinetics. To validate this, $K_m$ values of ABTS oxidation were measured for sMnP-INT and vault-packaged sMnP-INT (Table 5). MnP produced by *P. chrysosporium* was included as a control. Unexpectedly, sMnP-INT displayed lower $K_m$ than nMnP, which means that sMnP-INT has a higher affinity for substrate ABTS. Moreover, unlike traditional enzyme packaging, resulting in marked rise of $K_m$ values, vault-packaged sMnP-INT exhibited a $K_m$ of 70 µM, which was only slightly higher than that of unpackaged sMnP-INT (21 µM). To further elucidate the reason for the small $K_m$ increase in vault-packaged sMnP-INT, we examined the oxidation of ABTS preincubated with sMnP-INT-vault. A previous study found that vault-packaged luciferase showed a lag phase in luminescence intensity after initiating with ATP, while ATP preincubated luciferase-vaults displayed an immediate emission intensity rise, which suggests that the vault shell could slow down the diffusion ATP molecule and limits the availability of sequestered luciferase. Vault-packaged sMnP-INT and ABTS pre-incubated sMnP-INT-vault, however, did not show significant difference in oxidation rate (Figure 8). This result implies that, unlike ATP involved reaction, the ABTS diffusion does not limit sMnP-INT-vault catalyzed oxidation rate. Perhaps the slight increase of $K_m$ is attributed to the binding of sMnP-INT to vaults. Overall, these findings indicate that INT domain fusion enhances the affinity of MnP to ABTS and packaging in vaults does not significantly impact substrate accessibility.
Table 5. $K_m$ Values of sMnP-INT, sMnP-INT-vault, and naturally-produced MnP from the fungus *Phanerochaete chrysosporium*. All values were calculated from linear regression of Lineweaver-Burk Plot ($r^2 \geq 0.99$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$K_m$ (μM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sMnP-INT-vault</td>
<td>69.5±9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sMnP-INT</td>
<td>21.0±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nMnP</td>
<td>102.9±9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. ABTS Diffusion Analysis. Oxidation rates were compared between ABTS-preincubated sMnP-INT-vault (5 min, 20 min, and 60 min) and non-preincubated sMnP-INT-vault (0 min). Two initial ABTS concentrations were tested, including 0.2 mM and 0.02 mM. No significant ABTS oxidation rate difference was observed in sMnP-INT-vault and sMnP-INT-vault pre-incubated with ABTS, which suggests that the shell of vault particle does not limit substrate diffusion.
Thermal Stability of Vault-Packaged sMnP-INT

The stability of packaged and unpackaged sMnP-INT against thermal inactivation was examined to test the hypothesis that vault-packaging could enhance enzymatic stability. Vault-packaged sMnP-INT, sMnP-INT, and nMnP were sequentially incubated at 20°C, 30°C and 40°C for one hour each, and residual activities were measured using ABTS oxidation and normalized to corresponding initial activities (Figure 9). As compared to unpackaged sMnP-INT and nMnP, vault-packaged sMnP-INT underwent much slower heat-induced activity losses. At 20°C, sMnP-INT lost 20% activity in 1-hour incubation, while vault-packaged sMnP-INT and nMnP still maintained 100% of their initial activity. After followed 1-hour incubation at 30°C, compared with only 45% activity retention of nMnP, vault-packaged sMnP-INT still preserved 75% of its initial activity. Subsequently, the three MnPs were incubated at 40°C. In contrast to the complete loss of activity by the nMnP and the sMnP-INT, sMnP-INT packaged in vaults still conserved 16% of its original activity. These results demonstrate that the protection of the vault shell could indeed enhance the thermal stability of packaged sMnP-INT.

To further understand how vault packaging impacts thermal inactivation, a detailed inactivation study was performed at 25°C for about 70 hours (Figure 10). Among three types of enzymes, vault-packaged sMnP-INT showed best stability, followed by nMnP, which was consistent to the sequential incubation results. The activity of unpackaged sMnP-INT decreased to half in 2.5 hours, and nearly dropped below detection limit in 50 hours. In comparison, the half-life of nMnP was about 14 hours, which is 6 times longer than that of sMnP-INT, and it still maintained 35% of its original activity after 70 hours of incubation. For vault-packaged sMnP-INT, its activity leveled off at 65% of the initial activity after 12 hours without any further significant activity loss. These collected data were fit into enzyme inactivation model previously descried in Materials and Method Section. Three parameters ($k_1$, $k_2$ and $\alpha$) were calculated each type of MnP (Table 6). The sMnP-INT exhibited approximately 7 times higher $k_1$ and $k_2$ than nMnP, suggesting that INT fusion results in less stable MnP folding, and faster inactivation. This might also be the reason why the activity of laccase-INT was below detection limit in liquid medium, although it showed activity on methanol plates. It was also found that $k_1$ of vault-packaged sMnP-INT was slightly lower than that of sMnP-INT, and $\alpha$ value of sMnP-INT-vault was larger than that of sMnP-INT. Moreover, vault-packaged sMnP-INT had a 200 times smaller $k_2$ than free sMnP-INT. During enzyme inactivation, the first step, where initial active enzyme $E_0$ deactivates to less active enzyme $E_1$, is mostly due to the change of sensitive structures, such as broken disulfide bonds.[87-89] The intermediate $E_1$ has disordered side-chain, but it still has intact backbone chain and secondary structure as $E_0$. The second inactivation step, however, involves significant conformational change, which results in disordered secondary structure in non-active enzyme $E_D$. The slightly smaller $k_1$ and larger $\alpha$ of sMnP-INT-vault suggests that vault packaging could slow the first inactivation step and enhance activity of the intermediate $E_1$. More importantly, the much lower $k_2$ of vault-packaged sMnP-INT indicates
vaults shell could prevent packaged enzymes from conformational change and disordering of their secondary structure. Overall, these findings illustrate that packaging in vault nanoparticles could significantly enhance enzymatic stability against thermal inactivation by providing restriction for conformational change.

**Structural Stability of Vault Nanoparticles**

To further evaluate the feasibility of applying vault nanoparticles in the field, we next examined the structural stability of vaults in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) containing PFCs and groundwater collected from several locations at Barksdale Air Force Base, which are contaminated with PFCs. As shown in Figure 11, no significant difference in vault morphology was observed between any of the 4 different conditions at Day 0 and Day 1, indicating that neither PFCs nor groundwater would affect vaults’ structure immediately. After 31 days incubation, vault nanoparticles incubated in PBS and PBS containing PFCs showed similar morphology. Dissociation of some vault nanoparticles was observed in all three conditions, which is normal for any organic macromolecule. For vaults incubated in groundwater, no intact nanoparticle was observed probably due to interference from other organic or inorganic components, such as ions or soluble microbial products. These results confirm that PFCs do not have any impact on vaults’ structural stability in 31 days, and groundwater has minimal impact the structure of vault particles.
Figure 9. Enhanced Thermal Stability of Vault-packaged sMnP-INT. sMnP-INT-vault, sMnP-INT, and nMnP were incubated at 20° C for 1 hour, followed by 1-hour incubation at 30° C, and one more hour at 40° C. Samples were collected and analyzed over time, and activity was normalized to their initial activity.
**Figure 10. Enzyme Activity Decay Modeling.** Non-linear regression fit of Henley model for three types of MnP. Markers represent experimental data points, and solid lines are fitted curves. All three MnPs experienced fast activity loss in the first 4 hours. Afterwards, in comparison to continuous activity loss of unpackaged enzymes, the activity of vault-packaged sMnP-INT quickly leveled off. Vault packaged sMnP-INT enzymes initially lost 35% of their activity but were stable over 70 hours of incubation, but unpackaged nMnP and sMnP-INT lost 60% and 99% of their initial activity, respectively.

**Table 6. Values of $k_1$, $k_2$ and $\alpha$ for sMnP-INT, sMnP-INT-vault, and Naturally-produced MnP from the fungus *Phanerochaete chrysosporium***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k_1$ (hr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_2$ (hr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sMnP-INT-vault</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.00021</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sMnP-INT</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nMnP</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Activity of Vault-Packaged sMnP-INT at Various pH Values

The pH in groundwater and surface water ranges from 4.5 to 10, which affects the in situ enzymatic activities. Previous study found the activity of MnP produced by *P. chrysosporium* was favored in weakly acidic environments (pH 4.0-5.0).[90] To understand the effects of vault-packaging on enzymatic performance under realistic conditions, we examined the activity of sMnP-INT-vault and sMnP-INT under various pH. Results were
normalized to their activity at optimal pH. As shown in Figure 12, both vault-packaged and free sMnP-INT gave the best performance at pH 4.01. At pH 5.01, sMnP-INT packaged in vaults still maintained 92% of its optimal activity, while the relative activity of unpackaged sMnP-INT decreased to 68%. When pH increased to 5.51, as compared to the 47% relative activity left in sMnP-INT, vault-packaged sMnP-INT still retained 61% of its activity at optimal pH. However, no significant activity enhancement was observed with vault-packaging when pH dropped below 3.0, which is probably due to the disassociation of vault nanoparticles in acidic solution.[91] This finding indicates that intact vault nanoparticles can enhance the activity of packaged sMnP-INT against large pH changes.

**Figure 12. Relative Activity of sMnP-INT-vault and sMnP-INT at Various pH Normalized to Their Activities at pH 4.01.** ABTS oxidation assay was performed in buffers of different pH (2.5-6.0). Both of sMnP-INT-vault and sMnP-INT showed optimal activity at pH 4.01, but vault-packaged sMnP-INT still maintained higher activity between pH 4.5 and 6.0 than unpackaged sMnP-INT, confirming that vault nanoparticles can expand the pH adaptation of packaged enzymes.

**Biodegradation of Perfluorooctanoic Acid**

**Degradation of Perfluorooctanoic Acid by Fungal Cultures**

When *P. chrysosporium* was exposed to 1 mg/L PFOA, there was no indication of PFOA transformation in 180 days. For nutrient-rich medium that supports growth for more
biomass, the amount of PFOA recovered from living fungus and killed control on Day 0 were 9.24 ± 0.62 µg and 10.50 ± 1.01 µg, which were similar as the mass of PFOA added (Figure 13A). The slight decrease in PFOA amount attributes to inaccurate addition of chemicals in experiment setup. On day 30, the amount of PFOA recovered from living fungus was roughly same as it from killed control and samples on day 0, which indicates that PFOA was not transformed during 30 days incubation. After 180 days culturing, the mass of PFOA extracted from living fungus and killed control were 8.03 ± 0.90 µg and 7.68 ± 0.07 µg, respectively, which were 10-20% lower than the amount of initially added PFOA. The loss of recovered PFOA may be due to the evaporation in aeration and incubation. As compared to PFOA mass in the killed control, similar amount of PFOA was recovered from living fungus, which suggests P. chrysosporium cannot transform PFOA in rich medium. PFOA was not detected on day 0, 30 or 180 in no PFOA control, indicating that it was not formed in living culture. Nutrient-poor medium, which induces production of LiP and MnP,[80] was also included for testing whether peroxidase can work on PFOA. As shown in Figure 13B, similar results were observed. No significant difference was observed between live fungus samples and killed controls. On day 0 and day 30, recoveries of PFOA were around 100%. However, only 65-75% PFOA was recovered on day 180, which may be due to the evaporation during aeration and incubation. Amount of PFOA in no PFOA controls was below detection limit, indicating P. chrysosporium cannot produce PFOA in poor medium either.

For T. versicolor, there was no significant degradation of PFOA in 30 days either (Figure 14). Berg nutrient-rich medium, which strongly introduced laccase production (Figure S4), did not support PFOA transformation, indicating that laccase could not catalyze the oxidation of PFOA under the experimental conditions.

Degradation of Perfluorooctanoic Acid by In vitro Enzymes

The negligible transformation of PFOA in P. chrysosporium culture might have been due to non-optimal conditions for peroxidase catalysis and lack of the oxidant, H$_2$O$_2$. Thus, we next examined the transformation of PFOA catalyzed by vault-packaged sMnP-INT, free sMnP-INT as well as nMnP. The initial concentration of PFOA was approximately 10 mg/L. After 28 days incubation, the concentration of PFOA was not statistically different from initial concentration (Figure 15), which indicates none of three types of MnP individually could catalyze the initial steps of PFOA transformation under the test conditions.

Previous studies, which observed PFOA degradation under the catalysis of ligninolytic enzymes,[25, 26] either used much higher enzymatic activity or incubated the reactions for much longer period with replenishing enzymes. This experiment was performed at low enzymatic activity without any replenishment of enzymes and much shorter time period, which might be the reason why little to no PFOA transformation was observed.
Figure 13. Transformation of PFOA Exposed to *P. chrysosporium* in Nutrient-Rich and Nutrient-Poor Medium. (A) Nutrient-rich medium, which contains 50 g/L glucose and 5.12 g/L ammonium tartrate. Yellow dash line indicates the amount of PFOA initially added. (B) Nutrient-poor medium, which contains 20 g/L glucose and 0.2 g/L ammonium tartrate. Yellow dash line indicates the amount of PFOA initially added. No statistically significant degradation by *P. chrysosporium* was observed in 180 Days. Since glucose and ammonium tartrate were not replenished, the lack of carbon source and nitrogen source might have limited fungal growth and synthesis of enzymes involved in PFOA transformation, which resulted in little to no observed PFOA transformation.
Figure 14. Transformation of PFOA Exposed to *T. versicolor* in Nutrient-Rich and -Poor Medium. (A) Nutrient-rich medium containing 8 g/L glucose as carbon source and 1.584 g/L ammonium sulfate as nitrogen source. (B) Nutrient-poor medium containing 1 g/L glucose as carbon source and 0.396 g/L ammonium sulfate as nitrogen source. No statistically significant degradation by *T. versicolor* was observed in 30 Days, which might due to too short incubation time.
Figure 15. Transformation of PFOA Exposed to Vault-Packaged sMnP-INT, Unpackaged sMnP-INT and nMnP. Enzyme free condition was included as negative controls. The yellow dash line indicates initial PFOA concentration. No significant PFOA degradation was observed after enzyme treatment. The possible causes might be too short incubation times, very low amounts of enzymes used in the reactions, incorrect selection of MnP enzyme, and other experimental errors, including abiotic losses, and analytical limitations.
Conclusions and Future Research Directions

This project serves as the foundation for developing an innovative bioremediation technology using vault nanoparticles packaged with enzymes. This was a new application of a tool already successfully used in the medical field. This technology will ultimately reduce time and costs of environmental restoration by increasing the longevity of the biodegradative enzymes and eliminating the need for advanced chemical transformation processes or bioaugmentation with live microbes. Furthermore, packaging contaminant-degrading enzymes into vaults can lead to dynamic molecular-engineered solutions for in-situ remediation. These solutions include vault modifications to increase their affinity to target compounds and to improve their effectiveness in complex contaminated environments. In addition, if one or more enzymes involved in biodegradation of multiple co-contaminants are packaged inside vaults, such vaults can potentially be a “one stop shop” for removing a suite of groundwater contaminants, increasing the incredible versatility of vaults beyond the scope of our proposed research.

In this 1-year long limited scope project, INT domain fused ligninolytic enzymes were heterologously expressed in Sf9 insect cells or P. pastoris yeasts. Extracellularly expressed MnP-INT was determined to be the only recombinant enzyme that had detectable activity in liquid medium. The sMnP-INT was successfully packaged into empty vaults via simple mixing, and retained its peroxidase activity when being packaged. Recombinant vaults packaged with sMnP-INT showed identical morphology as empty ones, suggesting packaging of INT fused MnP does not affect their structural intactness. In contrast to the significant $K_m$ increases observed in macro-sized immobilization methods, vault-packaged sMnP-INT showed just marginally higher $K_m$ than free sMnP-INT. Further thermal stability study revealed that vault-packaging could significantly enhance sMnP-INT stability via constraining enzymes from conformational changes. The structural intactness of empty vaults was confirmed by incubation in the presence of PFCs in 1 month in PBS buffer. Additionally, it was found that intact vault nanoparticles improved the activity of packaged sMnP-INT against large pH changes.

Using fungal cultures as well as vault-packaged sMnP-INT, free sMnP-INT and nMnP, little to no PFOA transformation was measured. Previous studies that reported PFOA degradation by horseradish peroxidase and laccase were performed at nearly three orders of magnitude higher activity and over 180 days, with very frequent replenishment of the enzymes and addition of mediators. Due to the limitations of vault production during the project duration, PFOA transformation by in vitro enzymes in this project was only conducted for 28 days at low enzymatic activity. To confirm PFOA degradation, higher activity and/or longer time should be tested. In addition, the absence of mediators could be another reason why significant PFOA degradation was not observed.

The results of this project encourage future fundamental research on designing multi-enzyme packaged vault particles as well as direct application of packaged vaults for in situ
remediation of environmental contaminants. We propose to continue this research direction with expanded scope to include (1) evaluating biodegradation of other contaminants previously reported to be catalyzed by MnP, (2) packaging of multiple enzymes within a vault, (3) increasing the scale of manufacturing, immobilization, and distribution of vault particles, and (4) comprehensive characterization of vault performance in environmental microcosms to move towards field demonstration.

MnP has been previously reported to catalyze a broad range of target contaminants, such as RDX[92] and multiple phenolic compounds,[93] which are detected in soils, surface water, and groundwater at many sites. Using these systems already prepared and validated in our study, we propose to extend the application of the vault nanoparticles packaged with active MnP to degrade RDX, polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), and other emerging contaminants, such as bisphenol A, bisphenol S, nonylphenol, triclosan, etc.

The potential to encapsulate multiple enzymes within a single vault particle is a promising feature of packaged vaults. Development of this approach would allow the simultaneous transformation of contaminant mixtures such as petroleum hydrocarbons, chlorinated solvents, or other compounds commonly detected at DoD sites. We propose to build upon the procedures developed in the limited scope study to package other specific biodegradative enzymes, such as methane monooxygenase, dioxane monooxygenase, reductive dehalogenases, or perchlorate reductase, into vault nanoparticles for more customized enzyme catalyzed solutions for treating contaminated sites.

Further studies will center on large scale manufacturing of packaged vaults to meet the requirements of field demonstration. Current production of vault particles, accomplished in baculovirus infected insect cells, is costly, and has limited potential for industrial manufacturing. The yeast *Pichia pastoris* expression system, which is being used successfully for the production of various recombinant proteins, is a promising cost-effective alternative to baculovirus expression system, which will allow simple integration of vault-enzymes into industrial manufacturing systems and would allow vault enzyme prototypes to be rapidly and cost-effectively scaled up and deployed for specific environmental remediation targets.

For more effective in-situ performance, we propose to use vaults that are naturally abundant in a common soil organism, *Dictyostelium discoideum*, which can be cultured in large quantities for the large-scale production of vaults. *D. discoideum* is a non-pathogenic slime mold indigenous to diverse soils. It naturally generates over ten thousand vault particles per cell[46, 94] that can be easily harvested.[95] The research team will explore the feasibility of using *D. discoideum* to simultaneously manufacture and package vaults with biodegradative enzymes in vivo. The distribution of packaged vaults may be aided by the abundance of *D. discoideum* organisms and their dispersing spores. The natural spreading of packaged vaults can potentially allow remediation of a large contaminated site. Additionally, *D. discoideum* can enhance production of packaged vaults while further protecting enzymes from environmental conditions.

Overall, this project will serve as the foundation for integration of vaults with specific biodegradative enzymes in a transformative step towards effective in situ bioremediation of
environmental contaminants with the potential for more customized enzyme catalyzed solutions for treatment of contaminated sites.
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Appendices

1
ATGGCCTTTCAAGCAGCTCTTTCTGCAGCTATCTCTCTGCTCTCTCGCTCTCGGCTGCGAA

1
M A F K Q L F A A I S L A L S L S A A N

20
GCAGCTGCGGTATATCAAGAAGAAGCGCGACACTGTTCAACGCAAGCAGCAGGCTGCGATGC

40
AACAVIEKRATCSNGKTVDGA

60
TCGTGCTGCGCTTGGTTCGAGACGCCAGCTTCTGCTCTCTGCCATCTGCTGCTCTTGAGAA

120
SCCAWFDVLDLDIQQNLFHGG

200
CAGTGCGGCGCTGAGGCAC

300
CGAGTCGATTCGTCTCGTGTCGGCGGCGGTG

360
TCGCCCGCCATGGAGGCACA

480
GGTGCTGTCGCGCTCAGCAA

540
GCACCTGCTACCCAGCCCGC

660
TTTGACTCGACCCCCGGAAT

780
ACCGCCTTCCCCGGCTCTGGCTGCGGCTGCGACTATCTCGGCGTGC

900
ATTCGCATCCAGCTCGGCCAGGACCTACG

1020
AAGCCCATCCCTGGCAACCT

44
Figure S1. Complete Nucleotide Sequence of Lignin Peroxidase from *P. chrysosporium*. Isolated LiP gene is 1119 bp long, coding for 372 amino acids, which are shown below the nucleotide sequence. Primers binding sites are marked with shading. Following initial codon, a leader sequence (amino acids 1-28) predominantly containing hydrophobic amino acids is underlined.
Figure S2. Complete Nucleotide Sequence of Manganese Peroxidase from *P. chrysosporium*. Isolated MnP gene is 1149 bp long, coding for 382 amino acids, which are shown below the nucleotide sequence. Primers binding sites are marked with shading. Following initial codon, a leader sequence (amino acids 1-24) predominantly containing hydrophobic amino acids is underlined.
ATGTCGAGGTPTCTACTCTCTTGCTGTTGCTTTCTCTTACGGCTGTGGCCCAC
M S R F H S L A F V V A S L T A V A H
AG I G P V A D L T I T N A A V S P D G
TTTCTGCCCAGGCCGTCGTCGTAACCGCCGCCACCCCTGGCCCTCTCATCACGGTAAC
FS R Q V V N G T P G P L I T G N
ATGGGGGATCGCTTCCAGCTCAATGTCATCGACAACCTTA
MG D R F Q L N V D N L T N H M L K
AGCACGAGATATTCCTAGCGCACTCTCTTCTCCAGAAGGGCAAACTCTAGGGCCACGT
STSIWHGHFFQKGTNWADGP
CCTTCTCAACCCAGCTGACCGATCTCATCTGGTACTGCCTGTCGTTACACTTCCTACGTT
AF IN Q C P I S G H S F L Y D F Q V
CCTGACCCAGCTGCTACCTTCTCGTATCGTACGACTCTCGTATCTGACTCGACGTC
PD QA GT FW Y H S H L S T Q Y C D G
TTGAGGGGTCCGTTCGTTGT
L R G P V V Y D P N D P A A D L Y D V
GACAACGACGACTGTATATTCCCTCATGCTGCCGGCAAGCTGGGC
481 D N D D T V I L T D W Y H V A K L G
481 GCCGCACTCCCCCTCTCCGGCCGCGCCACCCCTCTACATCAACGGTAAGGGACGCT
540 GCCATATCCCTCTCCGGCCGCGCCACCCCTCTACATCAACGGTAAGGGACGCT
601 A F P P L G A D A T L I N G K R S P S
600 T T A D L S V I S V T P G K R Y R F R
661 CTGGTCCTCCCTCTGTCGACCGACATACACTACGGTACGATCTGACACAGCT
220 L V S L S C D P N Y T F S I D G H N M T
721 ATCATCGAGACCCGACTCAATACACAGCGCCGCCCTGTCGTCGACTCCATTACGATT
721 I E T D S I N T A P L V D S I Q I F
781 GCCGCCAGCGTTACTCTCTCGTGCAGGCAACCAGGCGTGCGAACAATCTGGATT
840 A A Q R Y S F V L E A N Q A V D N Y W I
841 CGGCCACCAGAGCCTGCCCTCCCTGTCGTCGACTCCATTACGATTCG
260 R A N P N F G N V G F T G G I N S A I L
260 CA CAGAGCTGAGCCCCGTGACCGTTCTGGGACCCAGTACCCGGCTGGCTGGC
301 R Y D G A V E E V P T T Q T T S T A P
301 CGCTACGATGTGCGCTGCCCTGTCGAGGCAACCACCGCAACCCAGCGATCGACTGC
960 T
1020 L N E V N L V A T A V P G S P V A
1020 GGTGATGCGCATCCGCCATCCAACTGCGTGACCTTAACGCGACCGAATTTCAT
341 G G V D L A I N M A F N F N G T N F F I
### Figure S3. Complete Nucleotide Sequence of Laccase from *T. versicolor*.

Isolated laccase gene is 1563 bp long, coding for 520 amino acids, which are shown below the nucleotide sequence. Primers binding sites are marked with shading. Following initial codon, a leader sequence (amino acids 1-21) predominantly containing hydrophobic amino acids is underlined.
Figure S4. Production of Laccase Enzyme by *T. versicolor* in Two Growth Media.